
  

(Cause and Effect Sensory Light Box) This sensory app 

uses abstract animation and sound to introduce basic 

touch skills and awareness. Sounds and graphics are  

appropriate for any age group. 

 

(Cause and Effect Sensory Sound Box) A developmental 

touch skills app designed for different learners, including 

those with autism and low vision. 

 

 

 

Accessibility Support Station iPad Apps (part 2) 

 

(Look in My Eyes: Train Engineer) A fun way to practice 

eye contact skills. “Engineers” can explore 5 different train 

sections as they work on dozens of train parts and travel 

around the world. Earn train rides by practicing eye  

contact! 

 

(Breathe, Think, Do with Sesame) Laugh and learn as you 

help a Sesame Street monster friend calm down and solve 

everyday challenges. This bilingual (English and Spanish), 

research-based app helps your child learn Sesame’s 

“Breathe, Think, Do” strategy for problem-solving.  

 

(Talking Faces by Bubl)  explores emotions and several 

professions in open-ended play.  

 

 

(Signed Stories) Popular children’s stories performed in 

American Sign Language. Stories develop language skills 

with a video vocabulary builder, include optional 

customizable captions for those with dyslexia and other   

special needs, and are accessible for all with narration, 

music, and sound effects. 
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 (Bob Books #1 - Reading Magic) A classic phonics book 

series successfully turned into an excellent, interactive 

early phonics app.  

 

(Dr Seuss Stories) Read and play along with the silly,  

interactive apps based on these Dr. Seuss books: Green 

Eggs & Ham, Dr. Seuss’s ABC, Cat in the Hat, One Fish, 

Two Fish…, Hop on Pop, and Fox in Socks.   

 

(Dexteria Dots, Dexteria Dots 2) Practice fine 

motor, visual motor & visual memory skills while 

learning number sense, addition, subtraction, 

and greater than/less than/equal to concepts. 

 

(Point of View) is a set of activities that teach spatial  

reasoning skills through fun, challenging interactive 

games.  

 

(Multiply Pizza Pie) A fun, engaging math game that uses 

multiple strategies to help children develop number sense 

and master multiplication facts. Add toppings to pizza, fill 

plates with sushi, or add dumplings to a bamboo steamer 

at a Chinese restaurant (10 restaurants in all) - then write  

    multiplication equations that match the meal. 

 

(RelationShapes) is a simple visual-spacial reasoning 

puzzle app that allows for a lot of creativity in              

problem-solving and  beyond.   

 

(Seasons & Weather - Montessori Kids) Learn about 

weather concepts, how to dress for each season, and 

things you can do with matching, sorting and coloring      

activities. This app uses simple illustrations and photos. 

 

(Toca Store) A fun, interactive app to learn about important 

life skills. Learn about making choices, counting, money, 

turn taking, and cooperation through role play. 

 

(Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood) Playing is learning as you 

explore bedtime, bathtime, feelings, and more at Daniel  

Tiger’s house.  

 

(Todo Telling Time) immerses kids in the world of time, 

teaching them to read time on analog/digital clocks,  

reviewing days of the week, months of the year, and  

calendar format through 6 fun games. This app is great  

   for kids who have difficulty with abstract concepts like time 

   and direction. 

 

(Sago Mini Sound Box) Practice cause & effect concept 

with each finger tap (cause) on the screen making colorful, 

high contrast shapes appear with a sound (effect). For 

kids with low vision - ask them to find & touch a colored                              

shape or ask them to touch the screen and then pull away  

         if they hear a particular sound. 
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